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From the editor

I

IN THE DECEMBER 2020 ISSUE OF MARTHA STEWART LIVING,
she reflects on her original mission for her magazine, which she started 30 years
ago. Her goal was to inspire readers to embrace the art of homemaking and
focused on eight specific areas: cooking, entertaining, gardening, decorating,
celebrating holidays, housekeeping, crafting and collecting. At Home Design &
Décor, that has been our goal, including similar content themes — more or less,
but with a focus on home-making. Essentially, it’s the art of making a home — the
homeowners, architects, builders, designers, vendors and everyone else involved
that turn houses into homes.
In this issue, we feature five homes with five distinct designs, including spectacular kitchens and baths. The homes couldn’t be more different but they all fit
their homeowners’ wants and needs perfectly. It’s home-making at its best.
On our cover, architect Jay Corder was tasked with updating a home with functional conveniences and modern design elements, but his main goal was to build
on, yet preserve, the vision of the original architect, the legendary Frank Welch.
Next is an Idaho home designed by architect Nic Holland who drew inspiration
from the Mountain West architectural traditions and materials and included
custom, bespoke finishes that relate the rich history of the area. Our third home
feature takes a dramatic design turn with an ultra-modern home that was actually
designed to be multigenerational-friendly. Interior designer Jaimie Anand shows
how minimalism is a great direction to take when living with toddlers. Another
kitchen by designer Cody Rackley was updated to respect the original mid-century modern elements that the homeowners wanted to keep intact. And a 20th floor
condo was re-envisioned by designer Lauren Jerden who included lots of metal
leather and rock n’roll.
We also highlight professionals in the local food industry who hand craft specialty
items ranging from salami to jams to chocolates, and the women from Les Dames
d’Escoffier Austin and San Antonio chapters who provide philanthropic support and
networking to promote other women in food, beverage and hospitality.
I’ll leave you with a list of local museums where art and artifacts can be viewed
in person or online, and I hope it introduces you to new collections to pique your
interests.
I wish you the best,

Trisha Doucette

On The Cover:
Jay Corder uses the
original drawings
from Texas architect
Frank Welch as a road
map to complement
the home’s already
remarkable design
with modern
sensibilities. Photo by
Chase Daniel. Page 28.
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goodwill

Celebrating Women of Culinary Achievement
and Creating Paths for Those to Come
By Cheryl Van Tuyl Jividen

If you are a foodie you know of the late, culinary legend Julia
Child. But what you might not know is her connection with
women in both Austin and San Antonio. Child is perhaps
one of the best-known members of Les Dames d’Escoffier
International (LDEI). The not-for profit, philanthropic,
advocacy and education organization is comprised of nearly
2,500 women leaders in the fields of food, fine beverage and
hospitality spanning 45 U.S. and international chapters.

Established in 1976, LDEI pays homage to the French culinary artist Auguste Escoffier, known as the “king of chefs
and the chef of kings” whose distinguished culinary career
bridged 53 years into the early 20th century. Through his
art and the practice of cooking, he made French cuisine
internationally famous while revolutionizing and modernizing menus. A trio of his cookbooks are still revered as vital
culinary references. Known as the most innovative chef in
history, his philosophy and accomplishments remain inspirational to today’s culinary professionals.
14 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

Former president and current board member of LDEI San
Antonio, Don Strange Catering of Texas, Inc. Vice President
Sales and Culinary Vision, Di-Anna Arias shares the groups
diversity and many industry facets, “Our chapter members
include food historians, authors, book publishers, manufacturers, scientists, stylists and photographers, restauranteurs,
chefs, pastry chefs, sommeliers, dietitians, clinical nutritionists, a pediatrician with a special interest in culinary medicine, ranchers, farmers and hospitality executives. Educators
include a certified wine educator, diabetes educator, cooking
instructors, Culinary Institute of America instructors and
culinary professors. Our chapter is made up of strong, smart,
energetic and giving women that embrace each other’s talents and work toward our LDEISA goals together.”
Those efforts encompass many areas, says Arias, “We
work tirelessly to promote women in the various food
industries through networking and providing opportunities
for education and career advancement. This amazing and talented group of women has worked very hard and continues
to advance the significance of the entire food Industry.”
LDEI Austin was founded in 2003 with a membership of
women who strive to be leaders in their respective fields.
The chapter comprises various professionals including a
brewer of handcrafted ale, food and farm activist, beverage
consultant, bar owner, seafood wholesaler, whole animal

FEBRUARY / MARCH 2021

butcher, modern cotton candy purveyor, founder of an
emergency food initiative, global cheese buyer, culinary studio owner, hospitality consultant, pastry instructor, bakers,
caterers, executive chefs, recipe developers, marketers and
public relations professionals.
Both chapters have philanthropic programs in support of
education for women in the culinary, beverage, agricultural
and hospitality industries. Austin Dames annual food festival
event raises money for scholarships. Other fundraisers
have included cooking competitions, auctions and a Dames
Kitchen Sale at the Texas Farmers’ Market at Mueller, and
an En Garde food fight. Their “You Grill Girl!” Fundraiser at
Franklin BBQ showcased women chefs and grilling masters
raising more than $50,000 for the scholarship program.
The San Antonio Dames scholarship financial program is
designed to assist San Antonio area women who are pursuing an education in the food/culinary arts, wine, hospitality and agriculture industries. This year, the organization
earmarked $25,000 for the scholarships. They also offer
other support says Arias, “The purpose of the Aspirations
Grant Program is to award a grant(s) each year to empower
and further business enhancement or culinary innovation to a non LDEISA member or former member woman
resident in the San Antonio, Texas Hill Country or South
Texas community. We also provide grants to local gardening
associations to help with costs associated with community
garden projects. Our chapter has been honored to step up to
those in need within our community. For example, we are
honored to provide over 80 families their Thanksgiving and
Christmas meals who otherwise would be in need.”
The year marks the celebration of a chapter milestone as
Arias says, “It’s important to continue to build upon our 25year LDEISA legacy of philanthropic efforts in our community, to continue to build our chapter as a trusted source of all
things food, wine and hospitality and to learn from my fellow
amazing Dames that continue to inspire me.”
Fittingly, the San Antonio chapter will host the Les
Dames d’Escoffier International Conference in 2021. “We
are preparing to share the FLAVORS of San Antonio with
the rest of the world of Dames. Dame Nancy Fitch and
Dame Blanca Aldaco are chairing the conference and are
enthusiastically working with our chapter members on
workshops, fun outings, educational components and an
overall good time in San Antonio,” says Arias. u
LES DAMES D’ESCOFFIER INTERNATIONAL | ldei.org
SAN ANTONIO CHAPTER | ldeisanantonio.org
AUSTIN CHAPTER | ldeiaustin.org

“This is my invariable advice to people:
Learn how to cook — try new recipes,
learn from your mistakes, be fearless
and above all have fun.” – Julia Child

The members of the Les Dames
d’Escoffier International adhere to
Guiding Principles that uphold the
integrity, professionalism and outstanding
leadership, which our founders originally
established for the organization.
Les Dames d’Escoffier International is
guided in its decisions and actions by:
PHILANTHROPY:
We are committed to creating lasting change in our communities through focused philanthropy.
DIVERSITY:
We celebrate the value of differences among people and
cultures throughout the world, in our communities and in
our Chapters.
LEADERSHIP AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
We are committed to life-long learning, mentoring, career advancement and professional development for our members.
PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE:
We subscribe to the highest standards of professional conduct, ethics and integrity.
INNOVATION:
We are committed to assuring continuing relevance and influence in an ever-changing environment through adaptation,
innovation and openness and responsiveness to change.

FEBRUARY / MARCH 2021
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tastemakers

CELEBRATING FOOD AND

ITS MAKERS

Grazing Platters are more than simply cheeses and meats. The collection of small bites, carefully
curated and locally sourced, shine when assembled in the most artful of ways. And with local
makers who craft charcuterie and its accompaniments, the possibilities are endless.

her homemade jams can be found across
Texas and online for shipping. Confituras also offers intensive canning classes.
confituras.net

AURELIA’S CHORIZO – Austin
This all-natural sausage is made with
pork shoulder, garlic and smoked paprika
imported from Spain, then smoked for
an authentic Spanish flavor. Available at
Epicure in Boerne, HEB, Pearl Farmer’s
Market and online. aureliaschorizo.com

VISCA CHARCUTERIA – Austin
Catalan for “Viva,” Visca is the state’s
first inspected wholesale charcuterie
producer. Native Texan Eugene Watson produces European-inspired cured
meats after learning the techniques of
butchery and charcuterie in France and
Spain. For online retail orders, wholesale inquiries or to find a local stock list,
visit viscacharcuteria.com.

HUMBLE HOUSE FOODS –
San Antonio
Whether you choose Ancho & Morita,
Habanero & Aji Amarillo or Guajillo & Jalapeno, these sauces are extremely versatile in the kitchen. Available at HEB and
online. humblehousefoods.com

CASERO – Austin
Ready-made charcuterie and cheese
boards are beautifully crafted with nationally-recognized chicken liver pâté, mustards and pickles personally made by owner Jackie Letelier. Delivered locally and
shipped nationwide. caseroaustin.com

CASEY WOODS

CONFITURAS – Austin
Stephanie McClenny loves preserving. 10 years and many awards later,

16 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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TEXAS HILL COUNTRY
OLIVE CO. – Dripping Springs
The Gambini family’s olive orchard

includes a Tuscan-inspired mill house
with an Italian olive press, public and
private tours, guided tastings and a bistro. Their new olive salad spreads make
delicious toppings for sandwiches (they
use it in their muffulettas), pizzas, pastas and more, and they join the lineup
of olive oils, vinegars and other gourmet foods available online and in-store.
texashillcountryoliveco.com

THE BOARD COUPLE – San Antonio
Every charcuterie board is built atop
a branded wooden board that’s yours
to keep and paired with a curated collection of wines. Owners Monica Nino
and Bryan Gonzales even offer virtual
workshops to create your own at home.
theboardcouple.com

PLATTER ATX – Austin
Sourcing ingredients from local vendors
and farmers markets to support other
small businesses like her own, Nebai Almaguer artfully creates gourmet cheese
boards that elevate any occasion, large or
small. Order on Instagram @PlatterATX or
via email at hello@platteratx.com.

chocolates to enjoy for dine-in or pick-up.
Co-owner and chocolatier Krystal Craig
hand crafts sipping chocolate, truffles
and barks in traditional Italian flavor profiles. interorestaurant.com
SRSLY CHOCOLATE – Austin
SRSLY Chocolate is serious about their
chocolate production, processing their
own cacao beans for the chocolate that
comprises their bonbons, brownies and
chocolate bars. Shop online or join their
Chocolate Club for monthly deliveries.
srslychocolate.com

COCOA PURO – Austin
Kakawa Cocoa Beans feature the rich
flavors of whole roasted cocoa beans,
covered in layers of white, milk and dark
chocolates, then rolled in velvety cocoa
powder. Each small batch is handmade
and shipped nationwide. cocoapuro.com.

DOUBLESIDE TOFFEE
COMPANY – Boerne
Janessa Sullivan’s toffee is double-coated with a blend of dark and milk chocolate and has the perfect crunch that’s never too hard or chewy. These treats also
do good through donations to local, faithbased non-profits. doublesidetoffee.com
CHOCOLATES BY INTERO – Austin
Intero offers an authentic nod to Italy’s
sweet side with a rotational selection of

ALAMO CITY CHOCOLATE
FACTORY – San Antonio
Scott and Lisa Smith specialize in
handmade European-style chocolates.
Customer favorites include Raspberry
and Burgundy Wine ganache or Tequila
Cayenne ganache and can be customized
with company logos. Available in-store or
shipped. alamocitychocolatefactory.com

DELYSIA CHOCOLATIER – Austin
Nicole Patel creates truffles, barks
and drinking chocolates that push culinary boundaries, and was named Best
Chocolatier in the Americas by the International Chocolate Salon for five consecutive years. Order online for curbside
pick-up at the Austin Culinary Center or
U.S. delivery. delysia.com
LILY’S COOKIES – San Antonio
Christine McCrae Kelly founded her
company in 2002, and in 2009 expanded
to include a retail bakery. Clients can drop
in to select beautifully decorated seasonal
and themed cookies at the popular Cookie
Bar, and the better-than-classic chocolate
goodies can’t be missed. lilyscookies. u

While chocolate making may be a science, for these chocolatiers it’s where
creativity and cocoa collide. Whether as a
truffle, toffee, bean, bark or cookie, these
skillfully crafted sweet pieces of art should
be admired and consumed regularly.
FEBRUARY / MARCH 2021
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flavor

1

2

3

SPARKLING

COCKTAILS
By Claudia Alarcón

7

6

Nothing is as festive and celebratory as a glass of
sparkling wine, except perhaps a sparkling wine
cocktail. Think of classics like the Champagne Cocktail
or the Kir Royale. Today, with bartenders’ creativity at an
all-time high, there are endless options and ingredient
combinations to toast any special occasion.

It’s important to remember that while Champagne is a
sparkling wine, not all sparkling wines are Champagne. This
signature wine from Northern France can be expensive, however, so if you prefer to save the good stuff to sip on its own,
there are dozens of alternatives. From Italy’s Prosecco to
Spain’s Cava and dozens of brands of domestic bubbles, you
can find a range of flavors from dry to semi-sweet.
The following recipes are made with specific products, so
we suggest finding them. If you have a favorite style, feel free
to substitute and tweak the recipes to your liking.
18 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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1. CHAMBORD SPRITZ
Korbel® Prosecco is the newest release from Korbel
California Champagne, with a fruit-forward style and
aromas of white peaches, pear and lemon zest. The newly
released 187ml mini Korbel Prosecco also makes a special
occasion treat.
3 oz Korbel Prosecco
1 oz Chambord
Splash of Soda Water
Fill a large wine glass with ice. Add Korbel Prosecco,
Chambord and Soda Water. Garnish with blackberries
and raspberries.

2. RUMHAVEN CRANBERRY SWIZZLE
RumHaven is a Caribbean rum made with real coconut
water, and no artificial flavors or preservatives. It’s great
mixed up into refreshing cocktails and adds a tropical taste
any time of year.

FEBRUARY / MARCH 2021

2 oz RumHaven
1 oz Cranberry Juice
1/2 oz Ginger Syrup
2 oz Prosecco

with bright citrus, red apple, stone fruit and creamy vanilla
aromas, which lend themselves perfectly for this unusual
sparkling cocktail.

Add all ingredients to an ice-filled cocktail glass. Swizzle ingredients to mix and garnish with fresh mint and cranberries.

3. SPARKLING SAGE
Mount Gay®, the world’s oldest rum distillery, has more
than 300 years of heritage. Made exclusively in Barbados,
the birthplace of rum, these rums have a unique, rich and
flavorful taste which shines in this cocktail.
1.5 oz Mount Gay Black Barrel
.75 oz Honey Syrup
3 Sage Leaves
2 oz Dry Sparkling Wine of your choice
Shake rum, lime, honey and sage with ice. Fine strain into
a champagne glass and top with sparkling wine. Garnish
with a lemon and sage sprig.

4. FRENCH QUARTER
Minneapolis’ Tattersall Distilling is a highly acclaimed
producer of over 30 all-natural spirits and liqueurs, made
sustainably from the best ingredients available locally and
organic when possible. The Crème de Fleur is distilled with
six flowers and post-macerated with additional flowers for
a beautiful flavor and aroma. This cocktail, created by their
tasting room staff, is a riff on the classic French 75.

3 oz Mumm Napa Brut Prestige (2 parts)
1/2 tbsp Apricot Preserves
1.5 oz Rye Whiskey (1 part)
1/4 oz Lemon (1 healthy squirt)
1/4 oz Honey (1 healthy squirt)
1 dash Angostura Bitters
Combine preserves, whiskey, lemon, honey and bitters
in a cocktail shaker with ice and shake until chilled. Fine
strain into a rocks glass over one large ice cube. Top with
Brut Prestige and garnish with dried apricot and a sprig
of mint.

6. SPARKLING POMEGRANATE COCKTAIL
Croft Reserve Tawny Port makes a delicious dessert wine
and combines particularly well with flavors of almonds, berries or dark chocolate. Try it in this easy cocktail that would
be lovely before or after dinner.
2 oz Croft Reserve Tawny Port
1/2 oz Triple Sec
2 oz Pomegranate Juice
2 oz Champagne or other Sparkling Wine
In a cocktail glass, add triple sec, Port and pomegranate
juice. Swirl glass to combine. Top with Champagne and garnish with pomegranate seeds.

7. MAY DAY
Lillet Rose is a fortified wine with aromas of flowers and
ripe berries and a pleasant sweetness, used as a light aperitif.
Combined with the bold flavors of Italy’s Malfy Gin, this
cocktail is as festive as it is beautiful. If you prefer a less
expensive topper, go for the Mumm Napa.

2 oz Tattersall Gin
1/2 oz Tattersall Crème de Fleur
1/2 oz Fresh Lemon Juice
1/2 oz Simple Syrup
2 oz Chilled Sparkling Wine
Combine all ingredients except sparkling wine in a
cocktail shaker, add ice and shake vigorously. Strain into
a cocktail glass. Top with sparkling wine. Garnish with a
lemon slice and rosemary.

5. SPARKLING APRICOT RYE
Mumm Napa is a sparkling wine brand established in California in the late 1970s, with roots that can be traced back to
G.H. Mumm, France’s leading Champagne house. Mumm
Napa follows the traditional winemaking techniques of its
French heritage. Their Brut Prestige’s flavor palette is filled

1/2 oz Malfy Gin
1/2 oz Lillet Rose
1/2 oz Lemon Juice
1 bar spoon Simple Syrup
3 dashes Bitters
2 oz G.H. Mumm Brut Champagne
Add all ingredients except Champagne to a shaker, fill
with ice and shake. Fine strain into a wine glass and top with
Champagne. Garnish with a citrus twist such as grapefruit,
lemon, orange or blood orange. u
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PHOTO COURTESY OF STONE FOREST

PHOTO COURTESY OF FISHER & PAYKEL

TRENDS &
INFLUENCES

DUO OF THE YEAR:
NATURE AND TEXTURE
From fixtures featuring embossed tree
bark, stone and geodes, to showers that
elicit the feeling of falling rain, it’s possible
to be one with nature in your own home.
PHOTO COURTESY OF KOHLER

From Ferguson Bath,
Kitchen & Lighting Gallery
Ferguson’s product experts developed their annual lookbook
based on thoughtful insight from industry influencers,
style icons and leading market research.

PHOTO COURTESY OF
SIGNATURE HARDWARE

PHOTO COURTESY OF KICHLER

A STUDY IN BLUE
Blue, in all of its various shades, can be
calming and serene or bring an exciting
dose of color that pairs well with nearly
everything.
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PHOTO COURTESY OF MTI

Featured Advertiser Editorial

PHOTO COURTESY OF AVALLON
PHOTO COURTESY OF WATERSTONE FAUCETS

INDUSTRIAL REFINEMENT
Sleek metals, warm tones and finishes that appear to have aged over time evoke the
industrial vibe of a masculine studio loft.

ROARING 2020s
The deco decade of glitz and glamour
reappears 100 years later with luxurious
lighting, specialty appliances and bold
colorways.
SIMPLY STUNNING
Uncomplicated fixtures and appliances
in cool metals and sculptural forms is simplicity at its best.

PHOTO COURTESY OF VIKING

PERFECTLY PAIRED
Like strawberries and champagne, combinations of cast black and polished chrome,
charcoal and rose gold or brilliant brass and porcelain pair perfectly together.

PHOTO COURTESY OF GRAFF

PHOTO COURTESY OF
SIGNATURE HARDWARE

VIBRANT ECLECTICISM
When your taste isn’t limited to a specific style, simply borrow from many regions
and eras to create something truly unique.

PHOTO COURTESY OF HINKLEY

TROPICAL TANGENT
Banana trees, sea shells, beach bars and
pastel houses on Caribbean islands inspired the collection of naturally alluring
appliances and fixtures.

Photography provided by Ferguson
Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery
Let the experts at Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery find where your
style intersects with today’s trends. With
perfect selections, your home projects will
create a lasting impression. u
FERGUSON BATH, KITCHEN
& LIGHTING GALLERY

PHOTO COURTESY OF MITZI
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MODERN AND
MID-CENTURY
Designer Cody Rackley adheres to original mid-century modern principles
which provides the cornerstone for his clients’ new kitchen.

By Trisha Doucette | Photography by Rachel Snyder
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The extensive kitchen remodel began as an anniversary
present from one homeowner to his wife, an artist and avid
entertainer who envisioned a more functional space to accomplish everything she loves to do. Their home was designed
by an architect who had lived there for many years before
the new owners moved in and it was in need of a facelift. But
Austin designer Cody Rackley understood the importance of
maintaining the original architectural elements that made the
home so unique. “Being a mid-century modern home, the owners wanted to keep the aesthetic true to the original design.

Millworks, were designed to replicate the style of the paneled
divider but to also accommodate the homeowners’ antique water jugs, sourced from travels around the world. Upper glassfront cabinets with awning doors display other collectibles and
mimic the original clerestory windows found on either side of
the kitchen. Island countertops are Cosentino® Classic Calcatta; surrounding counters are Cosentino Extreme White Zeus.
The backsplash is a custom seamless glass sheet mounted over
a white painted wall. It was a perfect, clean solution for the
homeowner who did not want decorative tile. Another request

They kept the glass block windows, wood paneling and the
original wood floors. These elements were the foundation for
the remodeling. We wanted to make the kitchen feel as if this
was original to the house and not a modern add-on,” he says.
Working within the original footprint of the kitchen and
incorporating an adjacent dining room that was seldom used for
dining, the homeowner new exactly what she needed to operate
efficiently, and her main request was to include a 14-foot island
like one she had seen in a friend’s home. Now the homeowner
can have friends gather while she is prepping for the many
elaborate parties she enjoys hosting and cooking classes she
holds in her home. The additional space from the former dining
room allowed for a separate 9-foot island. “This smaller island is
used as a workspace during the day but is also an intimate space
to have a romantic dinner for two or with another couple,” says
Rackley. The two large islands determined the traffic flow and
appliance placement throughout the rest of the kitchen.
An original, freestanding paneled room divider that separates the kitchen from the living room, along with existing
window and door trim, set the tone for the cherry wood
cabinets with custom stain to match. Cabinets, by Diamond

was to forgo a stainless sink in favor of porcelain. Rackley
chose farmhouse sinks which were more functional for his
client’s daily use and says, “To keep the farmhouse sinks from
screaming ‘farmhouse’ we went with a squared-off apron to
tone it down.” And in line with a true cook’s kitchen, a Wolf®
range, Sub Zero® fridge, EdgeStar® wine cooler and two ASKO
dishwashers round out the appliance package.
Overhead, two strands of LED cable lighting from Tech Lighting all but disappear in the raised ceiling but provide adequate
lighting to support the natural light from the clerestories.
Throughout the kitchen hangs the homeowner’s original artwork and Rackley says, “The fruit and vegetable paintings were
actually created by her during the remodeling. She said she
wanted something to do since she could not be in the kitchen
doing what she loved. She was an artful woman and very inspirational!” So inspirational in fact, that she would leave daily
notes on the oversized chalkboard to cheer on the work team.
“It was always great to see a new note every visit!” u
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AWARD-WINNING
INTERIOR DESIGN
custom homes • condos
remodels • commercial

Stephanie Villavicencio

Texas Registered Interior Designer

512.443.3200
www.bellavillads.com
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BUILDING
ON A

LEGACY
ONE OF AN ARCHITECT’S GREATEST CHALLENGES IS
FIGURING OUT HOW TO APPROACH A HOME REMODEL
WITHOUT OVERWRITING THE ORIGINAL STYLE THAT MADE
THE PROJECT SO INTERESTING IN THE FIRST PLACE.
IN THE CASE OF THIS BEAUTIFUL LAMPASAS PROPERTY,
JAY CORDER AND TEAM NEEDED TO NAVIGATE THEIR
CLIENTS’ REQUEST TO STRENGTHEN AND MODERNIZE
THEIR HOME WHILE RESPECTING AND ENHANCING THE
VISION OF LEGENDARY ARCHITECT FRANK WELCH.

By James Frierson | Photography by Chase Daniel
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FOR CORDER, THE CHALLENGE TO BUILD ON THE
vision of architect Frank Welch was his primary draw. “The
site was absolutely stunning,” said Corder, “I was intrigued
by the idea of tracing Welch’s steps and finding hopefully
some new expressions to create something unique.”
Corder favors a technique called “visual listening” to quantify a project’s “programmatic needs.” For Corder, it’s important to engage clients in “a process that allows, encourages,
and in some cases requires them to really think through
their needs and how those translate to spaces that resonate.”
In this particular case, the home was impeccably designed
from the get-go and just needed a refresh of several outdated
spaces. “The original means and methods were simply at the
end of their life spans,” said Corder, while later “additions,
remodel and remediation attempts had either severely compromised the envelope or began to cover
up the original design in a way that wasn’t
playing nicely.” Therefore, the task was
to subtly walk back some later changes,
while adding new elements, to bring a
cohesive and practical vision to life.
The result is one spectacular home
that marries rustic charm and modern
conveniences and tastes. In terms of materials, the crew opted for ones that are
inherently “rot-resistant and age or patina
naturally.” Red cedar adorns the exterior
and adheres to the original design, while
white cedar makes up the interior walls
and vaulted ceilings in a “tight, shiplap

installation.” These colors give off a warm glow in the ample
supply of natural light from the floor-to-ceiling windows offering mile-long views of Texas planes. The open floor plan
allows fluid movement between the home’s living spaces and
extends to the cream-colored stone deck. A covered sitting
area is situated poolside while a smattering of other outdoor
furniture gives guests the choice of where to take in the sunset and cool evening breeze.
Corder needed to find a meeting of “functional goals
while also paying close attention to original detailing, concept and refinements in order to bring everything together.”
With help from BIM modeling, first the team streamlined
and distilled the original home plan and details to “create
a slightly more ‘taut’ modernist version of the original design.” Corder and team “did this with more flush detailing
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“I was intrigued by the idea
of tracing Welch’s steps
and finding hopefully some
new expressions to create
something unique.”
— Jay Corder
of things like trim [plus] a more minimal window selection
that broke down the wall between inside and out.” Additionally, the waterproofing and building envelope systems
were revamped to extend the home’s life span, while also
reinforcing the “original lines, diagram and concept of the
plan.” One example of this feat are the concealed doors that
lead into the service spaces, allowing Corder to “further
emphasize the original circulation lines of the house.”
Thanks to interior designer Kasey McCarty, the rustic ranchinspired materials complement the home’s modern finishes.
According to McCarty, the home’s original red saltillo tile floor
“felt very out of place and was holding the house back.” By
updating the literal and figurative foundation, McCarty was
able to transform the space with locally-sourced Lueders limestone, the “subtle star” of the show, to achieve a natural look.
Other highlights include the vein cut Travertine in the master
bathroom meant to “mimic the landscape,” blown glass lassos
ceiling lights above the dining room table, and an eye-catching
wallpaper in the powder bathroom representing the surrounding windswept hills. Yet even with these fun touches, McCarty
never lost sight of Welch’s original design. “It was a really great
34 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

honor to work on such a well-known architect’s home,” said
McCarty, stressing the importance of “preserving [Welch’s]
elements” while blending in a fresh perspective.
After working in concert with McCarty and a group of talented contractors, Corder is able to look back on the project
with pride. “I am particularly proud of the restraint we maintained,” said Corder, “The form of the building is so simple it
might have been easy to approach solutions that would erode
that or otherwise mask it.” By using the original drawings as
a “road map and a set of rules,” Corder was able to translate
and complement Welch’s work with “a modernist sensibility”
without replacing it outright. “This was a really fun project,”
reflected Corder, “I enjoyed very much attempting to interpret a legend’s work in a way he would find pleasing while
still keeping the clients happy, too!” u
JAY CORDER ARCHITECT

512-243-8507 | jaycorder.com
KASEY MCCARTY

512-773-2833 | kaseymccarty.com
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MOUNTAIN WEST
M E N TA L I T Y

FOR HOMEOWNERS AND THEIR
ARCHITECTS, THE CHARACTER
OF A NEW BUILDING MAY
BE DEFINED BY THE CONTEXT
IN WHICH IT IS TO BE BUILT.

T

THIS RESIDENTIAL PROJECT IN KETCHUM, IDAHO,
posed many challenges for architect Nic Holland, starting
with the lot. Although it sits on a serene creek-side property
with panoramic views, the lot is small, oddly shaped and lies
within a very restrictive and sensitive environmental setting
and zoning situation.

By Claudia Alarcón | Photography by Paul Bardagjy
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The architectural team had to work in
compliance with an extremely limiting
building envelope within mandatory setback constraints on each of four sides of
the complex shaped lot, as well as the riparian zone setback along Warm Springs
Creek to the rear. Each constraint
informed the allowable building height
for the project, and resulted in varied
building forms which responded to each
geometrically complex setback line.
The residence is relatively compact
and efficient, with 3,249 square feet of
conditioned space accommodating four
bedrooms and four-and-a-half bathrooms,
along with 681 square feet of covered
terraces and 773 square feet of garages.
With the city-mandated allowable footprint for the lot restricted to 0.35%, the
actual footprint occupies 0.34%.
Design inspirations originated from
Mountain West architectural vernacular
traditions, including various ski lodges,
a deep history of mining, ranching and
rural barn structures, as seen around
Ketchum and the west in general.
“Although no single source inspired and
led to the building form, each variable
above was managed sculpturally in order
to coalesce,” says Holland, “resulting in
what the client believed to be appropriate
architectural form, character, texture and
materiality for the residence, while speaking to the various contributing sources.”
Holland adds, “Incidentally, the first
ski lift ever built was erected at nearby
Sun Valley, which, although indirectly,
contributes to a certain mood and feeling
for the project as well.”
For this project, Harvest Timber
Specialty Products’ Windswept Weathered Wood material became the logical
choice. The stone veneer applied inside
and out originates from Kalispell, Montana. Seen throughout the Mountain
West, it is referred to as Montana Moss.
“In a similar way, and further referencing local building material traditions,
wood timber columns and beams at
FEBRUARY / MARCH 2021
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both interior and exterior specified rough sawn Douglas Fir,
reflecting the feeling of the sawmill, unrefined and rugged,
which, together with the stone, contribute to a sense of
warm, easygoing informality,” says Holland.
Further respecting its unique location and surroundings, the
house is LEED silver rated. The heating is delivered through
a combination of both radiant in-floor heating on each level
and carefully calibrated conventional furnaces and cooling
systems. “The building is at 5,500-foot elevation in a high, very
dry desert environment,” says Holland. “Here, it can be freezing early and later a hot 90 degrees within a single day.”
Inside, the space is efficient and minimalist but filled with
bespoke details that enhance its unique character. A showpiece blown glass pendant fixture in the Foyer, produced by an
artisan in Murano, Italy and sourced in San Francisco, adds a
splash of vivid color to the earth tones and natural materials
throughout. In the dining area, a recessed niche is backed with
Aspen log butts, following a local example which resembled an
ongoing tradition of firewood storage. “It became an opportuni40 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

ty to introduce a textural articulation in this and several other
locations in the residence,” says Holland.
Custom elements are abundant in the kitchen. The range
hood was designed and custom fabricated from blackened steel,
with stainless steel strap work to complement and extend the
palette of backsplashes, countertops and appliances. Black
shelving and perforated steel cabinet fronts work together, not
only with the palette within the house, but also in reflection of
the blacksmith and metal working traditions in and around the
area, from rural mining to ranching and skiing structures. The
farmhouse sink is cut from a solid block of black granite.
The kitchen island bar top is made from sustainably sourced
Costa Rican timber known as Monkeypod, supplied by Impact
Imports of Boise, Idaho. This company also sourced reclaimed
wood salvaged from old Indonesian fishing boats for some of
the outdoor furniture in the front courtyard, as well as an Indonesian basalt firepit on the rear covered terrace.
Holland’s team designed the hardscape, integrating it seamlessly with the outdoor living spaces of the residence, while the
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natural-looking plant materials and complex series of dry wells were designed and
selected by Ketchum landscape architect
Kurt Eggers. The native plantings at the
riparian zone along the creek’s edge were
specified by Sawtooth Environmental
Consulting’s Trent Stumph in conjunction
with the city of Ketchum, and are appropriate to the surrounding natural setting.
Not only respecting the natural surroundings but embracing and incorporating them into the design, Holland
and team succeeded in creating a
comfortable, stylish space that combines a rustic aesthetic with modern yet
timeless touches. u
NIC HOLLAND ARCHITECTS

512-346-6620 | nichollandarchitects.com
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LIVING

LARGE
By Julie Catalano | Photography by Lauren Keller

AT FIRST GLANCE, THE MASSIVE CONTEMPORARY
STRUCTURE IN A LUXURY GATED COMMUNITY IN
NORTHWEST SAN ANTONIO MIGHT NOT SEEM FAMILY-FRIENDLY.
THIS ISN’T SIMPLY MODERN. IT’S ULTRAMODERN, ÜBER MODERN.
BUT NOT ONLY IS IT A FAMILY HOME, IT’S A HOME OF FAMILIES,
FILLED WITH WARMTH AND LIGHT.

I

INTERIOR DESIGNER JAIMIE ANAND, OWNER OF
Jaimie Anand Interiors in Austin, worked on the full-home design project from the time she saw the renderings, hand-selecting “every paint color, every piece of tile, every bit of wallpaper,
every surface in the home.” The two story, six-bedroom, sixfull and two-half-bath, 8,000-square-foot living space (12,000
square feet overall) was designed by Oscar E. Flores, president
and founder of Oscar E. Flores Design Studio (OFDS) in San
Antonio. Construction was by REM Construction.
44 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

The clients, a couple with three children, knew what
they wanted, not just for themselves but for the husband’s
parents, who live with them in a multigenerational setting. The husband was clear about the palette — clean
hues of greys, whites and neutrals. Along the way, Anand
was able to introduce blacks and subtle touches of metallic
and shine.
The owner insisted on durable and relaxing furnishings.
Every seat in the living area sectional had to be a recliner.
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The coffee table needed to hold up to a toddler standing on
it, just in case. Anand worked well with the contemporary
design style. “I think when you have less stuff it’s actually
more kid-friendly than a lot of décor.”
With no formal dining room, the open floor plan accommodates a dining table between the dual kitchen quartztopped islands (“One to work on, one to hang out on,” says
Anand) and the television area with its color-changing
linear fireplace below. The metallic gray shag area rug from

Surya in the entertainment area needed to be practical and
comfortable for the kids to play on.
The wall behind the television is a Jaimie Anand creation.
“I said we have to do something so that when you walk in, it’s
just like ‘wow.’” Her suggestion for a “crazy abstract” of cutup MDF wood painted silvery grey filled the bill. “It’s a real
conversation-starter,” she says.
Although the primary lighting is recessed can LED,
Anand also used fixtures to warm things up. There is one
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custom fixture by Modern Forms Lighting over the white
kitchen island. “Just a single,” says Anand, in order not to
take away from the striking fixture over the dining room
table, from Kuzco Lighting. At the top of the staircase leading to the second floor game room shines a cascade fixture
from Modern Forms Lighting.
Off the living area is a gem of a powder bath, “one of my
favorite places in the house,” says Anand. The three-dimensional tile is a dark metallic grey. Mirrors are LED lit. A striking vanity sculpture is a finishing touch.
Behind one end of the living area lies the owners’ master
suite; the grandparents’ wing is at the opposite end. In the
spacious owners’ suite, the wall behind the bed is sparkly
grey wall covering. “Depending on where you’re standing the
glitter shows either more or less,” says Anand.
Still, she wanted a bit more. “I expected the owner to
say no to the fuchsia bench but happily, he said yes.” (His
wife was also pleased.) The cheerful color repeats on throw
pillows, dining chairs and wall art. The nightstands hold eyecatching acrylic lamps from Kartell Lighting.
The master bath is huge but practical, with an enormous
walk-in LED rain shower, tub, vanity area and adjacent

master closets. “With a space this big you have to make a
statement,” says Anand. That translated into stunning tile on
the his-and-hers vanity walls.
Only the spectacular poor area with its magnificent views
could lure families, friends and guests from these great
indoors to the great outdoors through a massive slider that
makes the transition a seamless experience. The pool is
uniquely designed to make even non-water babies feel at
home, thanks to chairs at one end that put landlubber guests
practically at eye level with the swimmers, perfect for conversation without having to get wet (unless you want to).
A picturesque spiral staircase next to a fire pit leads to the upper deck, where a second fire pit graces the outdoor seating area
off the game room with its collection of sports memorabilia.
Anand has encouraging words for those with an eye toward
modern. “After doing this home I have a lot more clients who
want these ultramodern homes. The myth is ‘If I have a home
like this I won’t be able to live in it.’ But then you see a house
like this and think, ‘I could live here!’” u
JAIMIE ANAND INTERIORS

512-573-2484 | jamieanand.com
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MOODY AND

MASCULINE

THIS AUSTIN HIGH RISE REMODEL BY DESIGNER LAUREN JERDEN
IS INFUSED WITH CHIC DECOR AND TEXTURED DETAILS.

By Lauren Jones | Photography by Tre Dunham

METAL,
LEATHER
AND SOME
ROCK N’ ROLL
FLARE.
50 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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THAT’S THE VIBE DESIGNER LAUREN JERDEN, OWNER
of Lauren Allyn Interiors, went with for a longtime Austin
resident’s downtown condo. Located on the 20th floor of
the Four Seasons Residences, this eclectic pad features
dark, dramatic tones in the media room, dining room
and master suite, while geometric Cole & Son® wallpaper
makes an appearance in both the dining room and powder
bath ceilings.
“We wanted those two spaces to be fun and interesting,
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sticking with deeper, rich tones in the wallpaper with a
masculine geometric pattern,” Jerden says.
The client, a venture capitalist who owns a private club
on Austin’s East Side, wanted a place downtown he could
retreat to — a space that felt like his own. While he wasn’t
specific in terms of the brief, Jerden took inspiration from
the style of his club. “I had been to a couple of events at his
club and saw the style that he liked there,” she says. Additionally, he had some sculptures from the beloved Umlauf
FEBRUARY / MARCH 2021
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Sculpture Garden & Museum, as well as some guitars that
he wanted easily accessible. He’s also involved with the
Austin Film Association and has hosted many events for
both the annual South By Southwest Festival and Austin
City Limits and had plenty of posters. As the condo is centrally located, adding pieces that were very Austin felt like
the way to go.
Jerden was hired in April 2018 from a referral, and during the seven-month-long design process, she completely
transformed the 3,452-square-foot, three-bedroom, threeand-a-half-bathroom home. Due to the time constraint
between purchasing the unit and move-in, Jerden did cosmetic updates, painting it and replacing the light fixtures —
a simple but effective upgrade that anyone should consider
when moving into a new space.
The condo features sweeping views of downtown, plus
two patios and a converted bedroom/study with Chapman
Woodworks cabinetry and a Murphy Bed fabricated by a
local vendor. He has two children, and while they aren’t
always staying downtown, it’s a clever “landing space.”
Throughout the home, there are certain design elements
that express an obvious theme like metal and leather. In the
dining room, the custom circular black honed granite table
FEBRUARY / MARCH 2021
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has steel legs; the mirrors in that space are framed in both
metal and leather. In the living room, the Thayer Coggin angular sofa and adjacent chairs are metal and leather as well,
plus there’s a Caracole® metal console in the media room,
metal on the hallway console pieces and metal again appears
on the Thayer Coggin accent chairs in the master bedroom.
The decision to go with such materials was to make the
condo feel homey but primarily masculine. In the dining
room, Sherwin Williams® Iron Ore adds a further punch of
sophistication and drama, while a Noir Furniture LA glass
chandelier, Vanguard® buffet and art piece, an editorial
spread featuring his club, are the final touches. He’s a big
entertainer, thus having large, comfortable spaces to spread
out in the living and dining spaces was important, as well as
on the outdoor patios which are located outside the master
suite and off of the living room. The same dark palette can
be viewed in those spaces as well.
54 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

In the living room, a Kyle Bunting rug is the perfect accent for the dark furniture pieces alongside an Arteriors
coffee table and Interlude Home bar cart. This multiuse
room can function as a family-friendly area or as an entertainment hub. The media room, which has a more relaxed
appeal for family movie nights, features a multitude of
SXSW and ACL posters, and includes a cozy sofa with textiles by Lee Jofa, Beacon Hill, Marcus William and Samuel
& Sons. Finally, the master retreat with Vanguard nightstands, an Arteriors lamp, Visual Comfort bedside lamps,
Eastern Accents bedding and impressive walk-in closet with
luxe acrylic pulls rounds out the expansive home.
In terms of a executing a moody, masculine Austin condo,
this design nails it. u
LAUREN ALLYN INTERIORS

512-721-2833 | laurenallyninteriors.com
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REMODELER’S ADVICE

STAYING SAFE
AT HOME

Protecting the value of your home is necessary all year long.
But because of COVID-19, many of us are spending more time at
home and it’s important to make sure your home is a safe and
healthy place to be. Here are a few tips from your local chapters
of the National Association of the Remodeling Industry:
IMPROVE INDOOR AIR QUALITY

A clean house is a healthy house, especially when it comes
to dust, mold and other air contaminants. Consider a vacuum
cleaner with a HEPA filter. Add a dehumidifier to damp indoor areas to help prevent mold, or add a humidifier to maintain recommended relative humidity levels between 45-50%. Change your
AC filters and have your ducts cleaned and your HVAC inspected.
Install carbon monoxide detectors. Add an indoor air purifier to
combat allergens. And, of course, open your windows every so
often to let fresh air in and move air contaminants out.

higher heating and cooling bills. Consider
replacing damaged or inefficient windows
and exterior doors. You can also seal gaps
around windows and doors with caulk
and fresh paint. If there are pipes or ducts
that travel through an exterior wall of your
home, weatherize those areas, too.
CLEAN YOUR GUTTERS

WELLS MASON
BUILDERS FIRSTSOURCE

Gutters and downspouts are designed to manage the rain
water that falls on your roof. If they aren’t working properly, the
water can damage your siding, windows, doors and even your
foundation. Prune tree limbs away from your roof. Check your
gutters for debris and perform a water test with a hose to make
sure they’re draining properly. Adjust downspouts so they channel water away from your house. And if rain water is puddling
near your house, talk to a professional. u
For more information or to hire a
NARI professional in Austin or San Antonio,
visit www.austinnari.org or www.remodelsanantonio.org.

INSPECT WINDOWS AND DOORS

This guest column is courtesy of Wells Mason, Business Development Manager for Builders FirstSource in Central Texas
(formerly BMC). Builders FirstSource is a proud NARI member.

Air leaking through windows and doors can add up to significant
heat loss in the winter and heat gain in the summer, resulting in

Sponsored by Bes Builder

Design Build

& Home Renovations

NARI COTY 2021
REGIONAL WINNER:
Residential Exterior $50,000 to $100,000

NARI COTY 2021
REGIONAL WINNER:
Residential Bath : Under $25,000

www.BesBuilder.com
512.351.0258

arts and culture

SPOTLIGHT
BLANTON

BRISCOE
ONCE UPON A TIME, BY MARK MAGGIORI

The Briscoe Western Art Museum –
San Antonio
On the banks of the River Walk, the Briscoe Western Art
Museum showcases the history and culture of the American
West through Western art and artifacts that fill 14 galleries in a beautifully restored 1930s building and the McNutt
Sculpture Garden. Collection highlights include Santa Anna’s
sword, works by Frederic Remington, Pancho Villa’s lastknown saddle, a fantastic Alamo diorama and artifacts, and
cowboy and Native American relics. briscoemuseum.org

GIORGIO GHISI, THE DELPHIC SYBIL, AFTER MICHELANGELO,
EARLY 1570S, ENGRAVING, 10 1/2 X 17 1/16 IN.,
BLANTON MUSEUM OF ART, THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT
AUSTIN, THE LEO STEINBERG COLLECTION, 2002

The Blanton Museum - Austin
After Michelangelo, Past Picasso: Leo Steinberg’s Library
of Prints includes around 250 prints from Steinberg’s collection. The exhibition is organized into sections on types
of mark-making used by printmakers, the relationship
between prints and painting and sculpture, highlights of
European printmaking, and prints that relate to Steinberg’s
groundbreaking contributions to Renaissance and modernist scholarship. blantonmuseum.org

PHOTO BY PATRICK WONG

National Museum of the Pacific War –
Fredericksburg
GUTENBERG BIBLE

Harry Ransom Center - Austin
Visit the Harry Ransom Center virtually while exploring exhibits and digital collections online. Page through the Gutenberg Bible, explore online exhibitions (don’t miss Gabriel
García Márquez: The Making of a Global Writer), watch videos or download a Zoom background for your next meeting on
the Center’s Visit from Home page. Enjoy a roundup of digital
offerings, from Shakespeare and Brontë to magazine articles
and movie posters wherever you are. hrc.utexas.edu
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As the only museum in the continental U.S. dedicated to
WWII in the Pacific, The Admiral Nimitz Gallery traces the
life and career of Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz who grew
up in the German town of Fredericksburg. Housed in the old
Nimitz Hotel building and encompassing a six-acre campus,
its interiors were recently renovated for more effective storytelling. McKinney York Architects designed this state-of-theart museum space in collaboration with the Texas Historical
Commission, the Admiral Nimitz Foundation and exhibit
design firm D|G Studios from Houston, transforming the interiors of this historic building to serve and inspire visitors.
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arts and culture

SPOTLIGHT

The Wittliff Collections – San Marcos

From the original lyrics of Willie Nelson’s On the Road Again
to a rare edition of Spanish explorer Álvar Núñez Cabeza de
Vaca’s travels through the Southwest, The Wittliff Collections at
Texas State University presents a thorough study of the region’s
writers, photographers, musicians, journeymen and cowboys.
Bill Wittliff, a novelist, photographer and the acclaimed screenwriter of the western classic Lonesome Dove, began curating
his collection in 1986 with his wife, Sally. What started as an
assortment of papers from Austin-based author and folklorist J.
Frank Dobie, quickly transformed into an extensive archive and
exhibition of celebrated Southwestern artists. After a transformational renovation and expansion designed by McKinney York
Architects, an enlarged gallery was created to permanently display the Lonesome Dove Collection, the multi-media production
archives of one of the most beloved television miniseries of all
time. thewittliffcollections.txstate.edu

PHOTO BY TOMAS MCCONNELL

SAMA,
PHOTO BY SEALE STUDIOS

BECOMING TEXAS

San Antonio Museum of Art – San Antonio

The Bullock Museum – Austin

SAMA’s Latin American Popular Art collection first garnered international recognition several decades ago when the
Museum received the Nelson A. Rockefeller Mexican Folk
Art Collection and the Robert K. Winn Folk Art Collection.
Since then, the collection has grown, making it the most indepth and varied public collection. The new Latin American
Popular Art gallery features 140 works, including paintings,
sculpture, ceramics, textiles, masks and toys. samuseum.org

Becoming Texas is an immersive environment that uncovers Texas history with the most contemporary research on
our past. This journey through more than 16,000 years of
Texas history documents the rise and fall of nations up to
Mexican Independence in 1821. The exhibit features hundreds of artifacts that tell the story of daily life in Texas over
thousands of years, starting with the earliest civilizations on
the land we now call Texas. thestoryoftexas.com
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LOCAL SERVICE. EXPERT DESIGN.

Pirouette® with PowerView® Motorization
The PowerView® App and additional equipment
required for programmed operation.

12918 Shops Parkway, Suite 700
Bee Caves, TX 78738 | 512.608.0302
austintatiousblinds.com

